



DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS 1996 
The maps C-2, C-3 and C-4 on pages 65, 67 and 69 must be replaced by following maps. 
C-2: Crude rate of natural increase, 1993 
Per 1000 inhabitants 
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Source: 
Attribute Data: REGIO Data Base 
Geographic Base: GISCO (NUTS) eurostat 
Cartography and geographic information management: GISCO 03/96 
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C-3: Crude rate of net migration, 1993 
Per 1000 inhabitants 
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ES, FR: Data refer to 1992 
Source: 
Attribute Data: REGIO Data Base 
Geographic Base: GISCO (NUTS) eurostat 
Cartography and geographic information management: GISCO 03/96 
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C-4 : Crude rate of total increase, 1993 
Per 1000 inhabitants 
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ES.FR : Data referto 1992 
Source: 
Attribute Data: REGIO Data Base 
Geographic Base: GISCO (NUTS) 
Cartography and geographic Information management: GISCO 03/96 
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